CASH CUBE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
How much cash to put in?
We suggest clients place approximately 100 bills or coupons into the machine-the bills must be crinkled, not flat,
to catch airflow. Inform the participant inside they can not grab below their knees, trap bills on the glass with
there arm or grab cash off the top of the machine. All else is legal-you can put in your shirt, skirt, pants, ears or
mouth. With these rules, 20 seconds, and 100 bills in the machine, your average take out of the machine is
approximately 20 bills per person. You might want to put 100 dollar bills with a 100 dollar bill.
Electricity requirements:
This cash cube requires a dedicated 15amp electrical outlet.
How do I turn this cash cube on?
Were the door opens look above and you will find a black button on the outside of the cash cube. Press it and
release. The cash cube will turn off when the timer counts down to zero.
Changing the count down time:
We suggest starting at 20 seconds on count down timer. You can adjust from 60 to 5 seconds. To change time
you will need 2 people to complete. One person needs to be outside reading the numbers to the person inside the
cash cube pushing the RED button. To change the countdown time push in the RED timer button until it displays
the correct time, and let go of button.
Turning on and off Auto-Attract Mode & Adjusting Cycle Time:
This deluxe cash cube can be programmed to turn on and cycle automatically at preset intervals.
To turn on or off the auto attract feature press and hold until 88 is displayed. It should arrive to you with this
feature turned off. If it is on, press and hold black button until 88 displays and let go. The numbers 1 to 30
determine minutes between automatic cycle times. Press the same button again for how many minutes you want
between the machine turning itself on and off.
How to change LED sign message:
The cash cube should have a remote control for the LED sign. Simply, press “PROGRAM”, key in the letters for
your message, using the “SPACE” key between words, press “RUN” and press “y”.
More instructions from the BETAbrite manual to change the LED sign can be found in the following pages.
Cleaning your cash cube:
DO NOT use glass cleaners such as Windex on your machine. YOU WILL LEAVE SCRATCHES which will
damage the cash cubes appearance. Only use a plastic cleaner designed for cleaning the clear LEXAN shell.

Replacement cost for this manual: $40 (We include a laminated manual.)
Replacement cost for sign remote control: $100
Renter will be liable for any damages to the rental unit excluding normal wear and tear.
If you have any questions call anytime: 800-422-0838

